
The Sage Intacct acclaimed suite of cloud financials gives 
hotel operators, complete control and visibility into the 
range of financial metrics that matter. But what about the 
underlying operational metrics that drive those numbers? 
Sage Intacct Visual Boards for Hotels gives you real-time 
visual access to your operational data, so you can uncover 
key insights. Sage Intacct helps you get—and stay—ahead 
of competitors, identify threats and opportunities,
and improve your operating efficiency.
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The hotel metrics you want and need
we speak your language—Visual Boards for Hotels 
understands the intricacies of hotel operations—like average 
daily rate (ADR), RevPAR and RevPOR, average daily rates, 
occupancy rates, room-night revenue, and more.

Instant insight across dimensions—See RevPAR by year 
by hotel. Or chart ADR vs. last year by booking source. Or add 
more dimensions like nationality, booking channel, room type, 
region, entity, property, and property type.

Drill down to the details—When you find areas to investigate, 
just click to dive deeper into granular details and get the 
answers you need about your operations.

Your operational data visualized
More than 30 Chart Types—Present your data in any of dozens 
of graphs, charts, and interactive visualizations.

Complete formatting—Use bolding, color-coding, and fonts 
to highlight important results.

Built-in AI functions—Visual Boards sifts through the data 
using sophisticated AI functions such as clustering, outliers, 
trend lines, forecasts, and more.

Tell your story—You can build and reuse narrations with  
real-time data to make faster decisions with confidence. And 
share your story through Sage Intacct Dashboards or use  
third-party exports to PowerPoint, Excel, CSV, or PDF.

No IT skills required
Pre-built portfolio—Start immediately with our library 
of dozens of pre-built Visual Boards that display the many 
metrics that matter to hotel operators—using your real-time 
operational data.

Drag and drop custom visualizations—There’s no 
programming language to learn. Just choose your parameters, 
dimensions, attributes and measures to see your operational 
data the right way—your way.

Integration with your operational systems—Sage Intacct 
aggregates all your data from your property management 
systems, human resources systems, payroll applications,  
and more—all of which can feed your visualizations in  
Visual Boards.

Calculations made easy—Use any of the predefined 
calculations or create your own to see room nights and net 
revenue for specific slices of your business. Explore any 
dimension or periodicity.
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“Every time we encounter a complexity, we quickly find there’s
a way to solve it with Sage Intacct. If we have to accommodate
consolidations with 10 layers of partnerships, we don’t worry 
about whether Sage Intacct can handle it because it’s so easy  
to use.”

Brett Atkinson, SVP Finance
Benchmark Global Hospitality
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http://www.sageintacct.com/financial-management-industries/hospitality-accounting-software/hotels-lodging

